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Neysa Savidya

Lithe 
and 

soft, 
curling like 

a cat, s  wift
and deadl y, striking 

with fierce pr ecision. Twisting 
upwards, rising            and consuming, 

a soft caress with deadly intent. Fire 
is destruction, fire is growth.
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This afternoon is 

a chance to be 

even more 

CREATIVE.

The English Dept 

are running 

workshops to give 

you even more 

ways to write 

your own poem.



…and the Art 

Dept are 

running 

workshops to 

help you make 

your poems 

into visual 

artworks.



You will 

need to 

have 

written 

your poem 

before 

you start 

making it 

into an 

artwork.



Your poem can be about anything –

You might develop something you 

started this morning

You might have already written a 

poem that you're proud of or

You might want to start something 

new.



There are 3 

different poetry 

workshops on offer



• Mrs Jeffock will help you write a 

poem about an object – you'll need 

to have the object with you

• Miss Bowie will help you write a 

poem using your senses

• Miss Condon will help you write a 

narrative performance poem



There are 5 

different art 

workshops on offer



Mrs Deamer is making 

sculptural poems



Mrs Wiseman is making Wordle poems



Miss 

Arlington

is making 

animated poems

https://youtu.be/h23mpMFws4s

https://youtu.be/8fsH8qxDDY4

https://youtu.be/7s-WZvmsPlc
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Miss Shaw is making pattern poems



Mrs Hobbs is making 

blackout poems



• 2.00pm – if you want some help 

writing your poem, access any of the 

live writing workshops on ZOOM.

• 2.00 – 2.45pm – write your poems and 

if time look through the Art ppts to 

choose which one you want to make.

• 2.45pm – if you want help making your 

artwork then join the live art 

workshops on ZOOM.





Before 8.30am tomorrow-upload your 

finished poems and your artwork to your 

form folders.

Tomorrow in form time your tutors will 

be hosting live calls to look through 

all of the AMAZING things you have been 

up to today and you will all get a 

chance to vote for your favourites. 

Winning poems and artworks will feature 

on the Habs Online Gallery. 


